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Abstract

This study examines the impact risk consequences due to asteroid disruption by a deflection mission. We use an Apophis-like

scenario with a Nuclear Explosive Device (NED) deflection mission in our case studies. A Monte Carlo framework samples

asteroid physical properties from probabilistic distributions based on the current knowledge of Apophis, and samples orbital

states from an archival orbit solution reflecting Apophis’ 2.7% peak impact probability. Asteroid disruption is modelled at

deflection time and the fragments are propagated forward to calculate if and where they impact the Earth. NASA’s Probabilistic

Asteroid Impact Risk (PAIR) model estimates the impact damage in terms of affected population, and the overall scenario

impact risk is calculated. Multiple case studies are explored to generate comparative data for scenarios where the asteroid is not

altered, is always disrupted, or is conditionally disrupted with deflection impulse. The analysis shows that disruption increases

impact risk for this Apophis scenario significantly. Even though deflection missions may cause disruption, a sufficiently strong

deflection mission can be effective as risk decreases from its post-disruption peak with increasing deflection strength. Results

also point to the dependence of risk changes on physical properties. Objects with a fraction of Apophisâ\euro mass will result

in less risk when disrupted. We recommend that disruption analysis should be a critical factor in future asteroid mitigation

considerations and suggest future research avenues of interest to mission design as well as planetary sciences.
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Key Points:9

• For this Apophis scenario, weak disruption causes > 3× impact risk increase.10

• Potential for disruption should be a main consideration in the mitigation mission11
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under which risk decreases in a disruption event.14
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Abstract15

This study examines the impact risk consequences due to asteroid disruption by16

a deflection mission. We use an Apophis-like scenario with a Nuclear Explosive Device17

(NED) deflection mission in our case studies. A Monte Carlo framework samples aster-18

oid physical properties from probabilistic distributions based on the current knowledge19

of Apophis, and samples orbital states from an archival orbit solution reflecting Apophis’20

2.7 % peak impact probability. Asteroid disruption is modelled at deflection time and21

the fragments are propagated forward to calculate if and where they impact the Earth.22

NASA’s Probabilistic Asteroid Impact Risk (PAIR) model estimates the impact dam-23

age in terms of affected population, and the overall scenario impact risk is calculated.24

Multiple case studies are explored to generate comparative data for scenarios where the25

asteroid is not altered, is always disrupted, or is conditionally disrupted with deflection26

impulse. The analysis shows that disruption increases impact risk for this Apophis sce-27

nario significantly. Even though deflection missions may cause disruption, a sufficiently28

strong deflection mission can be effective as risk decreases from its post-disruption peak29

with increasing deflection strength. Results also point to the dependence of risk changes30

on physical properties. Objects with a fraction of Apophis’ mass will result in less risk31

when disrupted. We recommend that disruption analysis should be a critical factor in32

future asteroid mitigation considerations and suggest future research avenues of inter-33

est to mission design as well as planetary sciences.34

Plain Language Summary35

A deflection mission can be launched to change the trajectory of an asteroid threat-36

ening to impact the Earth. However, such a deflection mission might also disrupt the37

asteroid into several fragments. Disruption opens up the possibility to have multiple frag-38

ments impacting the Earth instead of a single larger asteroid. This study is motivated39

by the question of what would be worse: One asteroid that impacts the Earth as a sin-40

gle body or multiple smaller fragments. To assess the severity of an impact scenario on41

the Earth, we use tools to calculate the number of affected population by an impact and42

express this as impact risk. We find that disruption can significantly aggravate the risk43

posed by a threatening asteroid. We also find that deflection missions are still an effec-44

tive means to mitigate the threat of an impacting asteroid. However, such deflection mis-45

sions should take into account the possibility of disruption and may need to be more pow-46

erful than previously anticipated. Finally, we find that the answer to the question of whether47

disruption increases impact risk depends on the size (and other parameters) of the as-48

teroid. For small asteroids, the impact risk appears to decrease with disruption.49

1 Introduction50

The asteroid impact hazard poses an existential threat to civilisations on the Earth51

(Chapman & Morrison, 1994). There is ample archaeological evidence of the destruc-52

tive potential of asteroid impacts. Dinosaurs went extinct after a large impact (Alvarez53

et al., 1980), and numerous impact craters are present on the Earth, Moon and other54

planets (Hergarten & Kenkmann, 2015). In 1908, an airburst event over Siberia’s Tun-55

guska region flattened a forested area comparable in size to that of a large metropoli-56

tan region such as London (Chyba et al., 1993; Robertson & Mathias, 2019). More re-57

cently, in 2013, a smaller airburst injured over 1500 people in Chelyabinsk, Russia (Popova58

et al., 2013).59

The possibility of threat mitigation by human intervention makes the asteroid im-60

pact hazard stand out from other natural disasters. To avert a potential impact threat,61

a deflection or disruption mission is needed. In a deflection mission, the spacecraft in-62

tercepts the asteroid and attempts to change its trajectory such that the asteroid either63
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misses the Earth or impacts in a new location where minimal damage is expected. Such64

deflection could be accomplished either with slow push/pull methods, such as gravity65

tractors, or impulsive techniques, such as kinetic impactors (KI) or stand-off nuclear det-66

onation (Shapiro et al., 2010). Impulsive techniques provide greater deflection capabil-67

ities over shorter periods of time. However, an impulsive deflection mission might also68

(intentionally or unintentionally) disrupt the target asteroid, thereby creating multiple69

fragments that can hit the Earth independently. This situation may arise because the70

majority of asteroids tend to be loosely bound rubble piles that are easily disrupted (Walsh71

et al., 2008; Pravec et al., 2010; Sánchez & Scheeres, 2014). The question addressed in72

this research article is whether a deflection mission that disrupts the asteroid could worsen73

the impact threat because multiple smaller impacts in several locations are created. Or,74

does disruption decrease impact risk because smaller impacts are less severe than a sin-75

gle large one?76

This work builds on ongoing efforts to characterize the risk to human life of aster-77

oid impacts. Previous works have focused on estimating the ensamble risk posed by the78

general asteroid population, which could naturally impact the Earth at various intervals79

(Mathias et al., 2017; Reinhardt et al., 2016; Rumpf et al., 2017; Stokes et al., 2017). As-80

sessing how a specific deflection mission would alter the risk situation on the ground be-81

came the next logical extension to previous threat assessment tools (Rumpf et al., 2020).82

With the capability of asteroid deflection on the table, our research turned to the ques-83

tion of how deflection-induced disruption of the asteroid would alter the risk situation.84

Just as a deflection mission can alter the risk situation on the ground in unexpected ways,85

disruption could have the potential to produce unintentional and grave consequences which86

might worsen the risk situation by human intervention.87

In this study, we focus on the impulsive nuclear explosive device (NED) deflection88

technique. However, the concerns associated with disruption apply to kinetic impactors—89

another prominent deflection technique (Cheng et al., 2018)—as well. We selected the90

NED approach due to its easy scalability in terms of deflection impulse, which provides91

flexibility for the present study.92

We applied detailed orbital propagation models that track each fragment as a re-93

sult of disruption, predict their impact location on the Earth, and estimate the result-94

ing damage in terms of affected population. Previous work by Sanchez et al. (2010) has95

looked at changing damage potentials of asteroid impacts due to disruption. Their work96

relied on indirect damage analysis where expected tsunami potential and blast radii es-97

timates were used as proxy for damage severity without knowledge of impact locations.98

Sanchez et al. (2010) asserted reduced, yet still significant, damage potential after dis-99

ruption for an Apophis-like scenario. In our analysis, we provide evidence that disrup-100

tion might in fact significantly increase the risk after disruption. Such information is es-101

sential for mission designers and public decision makers. This analysis approach could102

also be used to establish science target priorities for in-situ asteroid research to constrain103

physical properties that drive the disruption potential and subsequent risk changes. Equally,104

the work could be used to establish minimum NED yield strength to sufficiently disrupt105

an asteroid such that fragments are small and dispersed wide enough to miss the Earth106

or cause minimal damage.107

2 Method108

The simulation framework mirrors the general setup described in more detail in Rumpf109

et al. (2020). A two-layered Monte Carlo (MC) framework was used to sample the multi-110

dimensional distribution space that describes the physical and orbital characteristics of111

the Apophis-like scenario. In the first layer, a set of samples was drawn from the aster-112

oids physical property distributions (Figure 1). The set of physical properties provided113

a complete representation of the asteroid in this MC run. In the second layer, random114
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samples were drawn from the orbit solution (see section 2.1). The trajectory of each or-115

bit sample was propagated to deflection (see section 2.3) where disruption of the aster-116

oid may occur depending on the criteria laid out in sections 2.4 and 2.5. Only those or-117

bit samples that were on a natural impact trajectory with the Earth were deflected/disrupted118

. The underlying rationale being that a deflection mission would improve asteroid ephemeris119

quality sufficiently through relative navigation during final approach to confirm whether120

the asteroid would impact the Earth. Only an asteroid on an impacting trajectory would121

be targeted by the deflection mission. As such, in this analysis, the simulated deflection122

action only moved samples off of the Earth but never onto it. Finally, the fragments were123

propagated forward in time to their impact location on the Earth. For each impact case,124

the Probabilistic Asteroid Impact Risk (PAIR) tool (Mathias et al., 2017) was used to125

model the impact damage and estimate the number of people affected. The results of126

each MC run were recorded, and the risk outcome (see section 2.6) of the entire scenario127

was calculated.128

PAIR is a fast running impact risk assessment tool. It models the impacting ob-129

ject’s atmospheric entry and corresponding process of catastrophic fragmentation (L. F. Wheeler130

et al., 2017). The energy released during an atmospheric airburst or ground impact is131

the basis to estimate major damage mechanisms such as local blast wave (Aftosmis et132

al., 2019) and thermal radiation, together with far ranging tsunamis and global effects.133

The local population that is within reach of the damage mechanisms is counted and con-134

tributes to the affected population, or damage, of that impact. The proportion of the135

population that is counted towards affected population decreases with lessening impact136

effect severity (Mathias et al., 2017). In this study, all damage effects, except for global137

effects, were taken into account. It is possible that an Apophis class impact could have138

long-term, global consequences such as dust deposition in the atmosphere. However, here139

we only consider short-term consequences which are not expected to occur in the present140

impactor size regime (Covey et al., 1994). PAIR estimates the spatial extend of the dam-141

age mechanisms around the impact site and records the number of population in that142

region that would either be fatally or seriously injured (Stokes et al., 2017). In this ar-143

ticle, we call the injured or killed population affected population and this is a key met-144

ric used to calculate risk.145

The baseline impact scenario, in which no disruption or deflection was considered,146

used 2000 impact points and 5000 physical property sets (10 million unique MC runs,147

with each asteroid property case impacting at each location). Each case study to assess148

the effect of deflection and disruption used 3000 orbit samples and 5000 physical prop-149

erty sets.150

If disruption occurred, up to 20 fragments were generated and propagated individ-151

ually to impact, for a total of between 15 million (no disruption) and 300 million (as-152

teroid disrupts into 20 fragments in all cases) unique MC runs. A value of 20 fragments153

was chosen as a compromise between the ideal condition of allowing for a large number154

of fragments and maintaining computational tractability. A choice of 20 fragments as155

the upper limit is considered suitable because this study explores the effect of weak dis-156

ruption on impact risk. Weak disruption means that the excess energy delivered during157

the deflection attempt is similar to the amount needed for asteroid disruption. This con-158

dition was chosen to produce scenarios that rely on the same deflection action while com-159

paring outcomes in which disruption did and did not occur. In general, the excess en-160

ergy delivered during deflection drives fragment sizing and count (Fujiwara et al., 1977).161

A low energy, weak disruption will yield fewer, larger fragments, while a very energetic162

deflection will produce more, smaller fragments. Since this study works with low-energy163

disruption, an upper limit of 20 fragments should be adequate for analysis. Neverthe-164

less, it is possible that the selection of this specific upper limit fragment count introduced165

a bias in the results of this study. The topic of bias due to fragment count setting should166

be investigated in the future and was not treated as part of this analysis.167
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Epoch TDB 2004-11-26.0
Eccentricity 0.1912472 ± 0.0000236
Perihelion distance 0.7456921 ± 0.0000161 au
Time of perihelion TDB 2004-09-28.64950 ± 0.00488 d
Longitude of node 204.56986◦ ± 0.00385◦

Argument of perihelion 126.19869◦ ± 0.00651◦

Inclination 3.333657◦ ± 0.000387◦

Table 1. JPL solution 15 for Apophis with 1-σ formal uncertainties. The osculating heliocen-

tric orbital elements are in the IAU76 ecliptic frame (Seidelmann, 1977).

The NASA HECC1 Pleiades computing cluster was used to run the simulations.168

Each case study typically utilized about 2000 CPUs and required about 3 hrs of run-time,169

excluding post-processing of results.170

2.1 Orbit solution171

Apophis was discovered by R.A. Tucker, D.J. Tholen, and F. Bernardi at Kitt Peak,172

Arizona on 2004 June 19 (Minor Planet Supplement 109613)2. The initial two nights of173

observations had significant astrometric reduction problems and, in the following days,174

telescope scheduling issues, bad weather, and lunar interference prevented the collection175

of additional observations. In December 2004, Apophis was serendipitously reobserved176

by G.J. Garradd at Siding Springs, Australia (MPEC 2004-Y25).3 At that point it be-177

came obvious that Apophis was going to make a deep close approach to Earth in April178

2029 with significant chances of an impact. As new astrometric measurements were col-179

lected, the impact probability increased, reaching a peak of 2.7%, until precovery obser-180

vations from March 2004 reported by the Spacewatch survey (MPEC 2004-Y70)4 ruled181

out the possible impact in 2029 (Chesley, 2006).182

Since 2004, Apophis has been regularly tracked and an extensive dataset of opti-183

cal and radar astrometry tightly constrains its orbit. While Apophis remains a consid-184

eration in terms of impact hazard for the second part of the century (Vokrouhlický et185

al., 2015), the circumstances of the 2029 close encounter can be accurately predicted and186

the miss distance will be about 38,000 km (Brozović et al., 2018)187

For the purpose of this paper, we use JPL solution 15, which is shown in Table 1.188

This early solution is based on a data arc from 19 June 2004 to 27 December 2004 and189

corresponds to the peak impact probability for 2029.190

2.2 Physical Properties191

The physical properties were generated by an inference network, which probabilis-192

tically generated properties based on the properties of the near-Earth asteroid popula-193

tion, likely relationships between the properties, and available characterization measure-194

ments of Apophis. The output of this network consists of 5,000 sets of plausibly linked195

physical parameters representing the state of our current knowledge about Apophis.196

1 https://www.nas.nasa.gov/hecc/
2 https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/ECS/MPCArchive/2004/MPS 20040627.pdf
3 https://www.minorplanetcenter.org/mpec/K04/K04Y25.html
4 https://www.minorplanetcenter.org/mpec/K04/K04Y70.html
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Figure 1. Apophis property distributions used in this study shown as relative probabilities.

A parent population of plausible NEAs with an absolute magnitude similar to that197

of Apophis was generated. Albedos were assigned from the bimodal distribution of albe-198

dos reported for NEAs by Mainzer et al. (2011). The diameter for each case was calcu-199

lated from the absolute magnitude and albedo. A likely taxonomy was assigned based200

on the albedo and a simple application of Bayes theorem based on the albedo distribu-201

tion for each taxonomy and the distribution of asteroids among the taxonomies. A base202

density appropriate for the taxonomy was generated from the corresponding meteorite203

density distributions. The base densities were modified by a broad porosity distribution204

as presented by Mathias et al. (2017) to generate bulk densities. The initial aerodynamic205

strength, strength scaling factor (Alpha), ablation parameter, and luminous efficiency206

were all sampled from the distributions as explained in Mathias et al. (2017). From this207

parent population a set of virtual asteroids were chosen whose parameters matched avail-208

able characterization measurements of Apophis. An effective diameter of 340 ± 40m was209

selected based on the radar results of Brozović et al. (2018). Base densities appropriate210

to Sq taxonomy (Binzel et al., 2009) and LL chondrites (Reddy et al., 2018) were also211

chosen. The resulting property distributions are shown in Figure 1.212

2.3 Nuclear Deflection Mission213

The magnitude and direction of the impulse imparted to the asteroid by a given214

NED can be controlled by adjusting the detonation location relative to the asteroid. Even215

though it is possible to detonate the NED during a close flyby, rendezvousing with the216

asteroid allows for a more precise detonation and full control over the standoff distance217

and relative position.218

Both, a chemical propulsion- and a solar electric propulsion (SEP) system offer so-219

lutions to deliver a sufficiently sized spacecraft of approximately two metric tons in time220

for deflection. The arrival date at the asteroid is set to approximately two years before221

impact, i.e., April 2027. This date offers sufficient time for a deflection to move the as-222

teroid before impact while providing adequate time for mission development including223
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Figure 2. Projection on the ecliptic plane of the rendezvous trajectory using solar electric

propulsion. The blue line represents the Earth and the black line represents the asteroid.

a flight time of one and a half years. The Atlas V (531) launcher was adopted as the base-224

line for the mission.225

The most straightforward approach to designing a rendezvous mission is to have226

the launch vehicle apply an initial impulse to depart from Earth and then apply a sec-227

ond impulsive maneuver at arrival to cancel the hyperbolic excess velocity. The optimal228

bi-impulsive transfer—the transfer that maximizes the rendezvous mass—leaves Earth229

on October 31, 2025, with an escape excess specific energy of C3 = 5.2 km2/s2 at de-230

parture and arrives at the asteroid on March 30, 2027. Atlas V (531) can deliver 4470 kg231

into the transfer orbit. The hyperbolic excess velocity at arrival is 3.0 km/s. Assuming232

a specific impulse of 320 s for bi-propellant, the arrival mass at the asteroid is 1720 kg.233

Providing the spacecraft with (SEP) instead of chemical propulsion can substan-234

tially increase the overall efficiency of the transfer. In this alternative design, the space-235

craft mounts two thrusters comparable in performance to the XIPS-25 cm ion thrusters236

operating at 90 % duty cycle. The power delivered by the solar arrays at 1 AU is 9 kW.237

The minimum and maximum engine power are 0.4 and 5.1 kW, respectively. The arrival238

mass is constrained to 2000 kg, and the trajectory is optimized to minimize the depar-239

ture mass. The optimal solution departs Earth on October 25, 2025, and arrives at the240

asteroid on April 10, 2027. The departure and arrival dates are similar to the impulsive241

solution. However, the continuous low-thrust provided by SEP reduces substantially the242

propellant mass required to cancel the hyperbolic excess velocity at arrival. Furthermore,243

reducing the propellant mass reduces the overall spacecraft mass, allowing the launcher244

to deliver the spacecraft into a higher energy orbit. The departure C3 of the optimal so-245

lution is 37.4 km2/s2 and the launch mass is 2180 kg. Only 180 kg of propellant is required246

to rendezvous with the asteroid.247

We select the SEP solution as the nominal rendezvous mission because it is signif-248

icantly more efficient in terms of propellant consumption. Figure 2 depicts the selected249

rendezvous trajectory.250
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2.4 Deflection251

We investigated the possibility of asteroid disruption by a deflection mission and
we focused on the NED deflection technology. It was assumed that the NED produces
a yield of Ykt = 400 kilotons TNT-equivalent and is detonated at a standoff distance of
100 m. These values were selected such that the deflection impulse in conjunction with
Apophis’ physical properties only produces weak disruption of the asteroid samples. The
weak disruption regime is of most interest for the purposes of this study because it is ex-
pected that disruption has the largest effect on risk in this regime. It should be noted
that the yield and standoff parameters are non-optimal, but reasonable for NED mis-
sions (Sanchez et al., 2009; Bruck Syal et al., 2013; NASA, 2006). The impulse acted in
the orbital velocity direction of the asteroid as this is a general, efficient deflection so-
lution (Carusi et al., 2002; Kahle et al., 2006). To estimate the ∆V imparted on the as-
teroid by the NED, we adopted a semi-empirical relationship based on hydrocode sim-
ulations presented in Barbee et al. (2019):

A1 =

√
YktDd2

D + 2d
(1)

A2 =

√√√√
1 −

√(
1 + 2d

D

)2 − 1

1 + 2d
D

(2)

A3 =

√
D

d

(
1 + ln

[
Ykt

(3.16e− 4)d2

])
−
(

1 +
D

d

)
ln

[
1 +

D

d

]
(3)

∆V =
16

ρ

5750

D
A1A2A3 (4)

where Ykt is the yield in kt TNT-equivalent of the NED, d is the NED’s standoff distance252

from the asteroid’s surface, D is the asteroid diameter, and ρ is the asteroid’s density.253

2.5 Disruption254

Not all deflection missions are expected to disrupt a target asteroid. Section 2.5.1255

presents a physics-based condition that was used to decide if a sample asteroid was dis-256

rupted. The fragment sizes are important for subsequent risk analysis as impact conse-257

quences vary with impactor size. The fragment size distribution as a result of disrup-258

tion is described in section 2.5.2.259

2.5.1 Disruption Condition260

Given a large enough impulse, an asteroid will fragment into multiple pieces. There
is a fairly established body of literature that describes this disruption condition for col-
lision processes between asteroids that could also be applied to KI missions (Holsapple
& Housen, 2019). The literature is scarcer for NED-induced disruption. In this study,
we relied on preliminary findings5 that suggest weak disruption occurs when the achieved
deflection ∆V is larger than 10% of the surface escape velocity vesc of the asteroid6:

vesc = 2

√
GM

D
(5)

where G is the universal gravitational constant and M is the asteroid’s mass.261

5 Private communication with Lawrence Livermore Laboratories.
6 Publications on the matter of NED-induced disruption are anticipated to be forthcoming based on

private communications.
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2.5.2 Fragmentation Size262

The literature suggests to either use a two-segment or a single-segment power law
to describe the fragment masses that result from the asteroid’s disruption. Large uncer-
tainties for the parameter selection of these power laws still exist. To avoid unnecessary
complexity in the face of such uncertainties, a single-segment fragment distribution has
been adopted for this work. However, an approach to a two-segment power-law is pre-
sented in O’Brien and Greenberg (2005). Here we followed Sanchez et al. (2010) in us-
ing the cumulative fragment distribution:

N(≥ m) = Cm−b (6)

where N is the number of fragments larger than fragment mass fraction m relative to
asteroid mass M , and the constants C, b are

C = mb
max (7)

b =
1

1 +mmax
(8)

In this analysis the cumulative probability distribution provided by Equation (6)
was sampled 20 times to generate 20 fragments in the case of disruption. For that pur-
pose, the variable mmax provides an upper bound for the sampled fragment mass frac-
tions, while the maximum number of 20 fragments represents a lower bound for the frag-
ment masses. Since the cumulative probability distribution described by Equation (6)
was sampled randomly, the actual fragment sizes in each simulation varied within the
upper and lower bounds. The upper mass fraction limit mmax is generally assumed to
be a function of deflection energy as described in Fujiwara et al. (1977). They present
the empirical relation

mmax = 1.66 × 108Ekin

M

−1.24

(9)

where Ekin is the kinetic energy associated with the deflection and the specific deflec-263

tion energy Ekin

M has units of erg/g. Given a constant NED yield as used in the present264

paper, the excess energy directly depends on the asteroid size/mass. More excess energy265

is available when a smaller asteroid is disrupted while less—or no—excess energy might266

be available for a larger one. Given that this study operates at the disruption bound-267

ary, little excess energy is generally available leading to only weak disruption. Conse-268

quently, few and heavy fragments would be expected in such circumstances. Therefore,269

and for reasons of comparability between scenarios and to ease interpretation of results,270

we selected a fairly large, constant upper limit of the fragment size sampling range of271

mmax = 0.5. The actual distribution of largest fragment mass fractions realized in one272

scenario is shown in Figure 3c. It is clear that although the upper limit is set to mmax =273

0.5, the sampled values range from 0.13-0.5 with a mean of 0.35. Through random sam-274

pling, the effect of a constant fragment size upper limit is somewhat mitigated. Never-275

theless, and although the selection of mmax = 0.5 appears reasonable, this simplifying276

assumption potentially introduces a bias in the results. Future studies should let the max-277

imum fragment size vary freely with the excess deflection energy.278

We assumed that all physical characteristics of the fragments mirror those of the279

parent body (eg. density, porosity) except for the diameter. As such, the sampled frag-280

ment masses directly provide the sizes of the fragments. To conserve mass, it was en-281

sured that the sum of all fragments does not exceed the mass of the parent asteroid. To282

that end, the 20 sampled fragment masses were successively summed up starting with283

the largest fragment and moving towards smaller fragment sizes. When the addition of284

one fragment to the sum exceeded the mass of the parent asteroid, this fragment size was285

re-calculated such that the summed fragment mass equals the parent asteroid’s mass.286

Figure 3 visualizes the resulting fragment size distributions for the pure disruption sce-287

nario further explained in section 3.2. Predictably, fragment diameters (plot a) are sig-288
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Figure 3. Fragment size plot showing fragment diameters compared to the undisturbed physi-

cal property set in (plot a), The overall fragment mass fraction distribution of the pure disruption

case (plot b), and the distribution of the largest fragment mass fraction for each disruption (plot

c). Mass fractions are relative to the parent asteroid mass.

nificantly smaller than those of the parent body. The fragment mass fraction distribu-289

tion of all generated fragments is shown in plot b.290

2.5.3 Fragment Dispersion291

The fragments that are the result of a disruption event will disperse in largely ran-
dom directions. However, the overall momentum of the system accounting for the de-
flection spacecraft and the asteroid will be preserved. This observation provides guid-
ance for a distribution that describes the dispersion of the fragments as presented in Sanchez
et al. (2010). The center of mass of the asteroid will have received a velocity change ∆V
proportional to the deflection impulse in the direction of the impulse. As such, the mean
value of the normal distribution µ∆V that describes the dispersion velocities of the frag-
ments along the impulse direction will be equal to the deflection µ∆V = ∆V . Similarly,
the mean value normal to the deflection impulse direction will be zero µn = 0. For a
normally distributed dispersion model in the three cardinal directions of the Cartesian
frame where one axis points along the impulse direction and the other two orthogonal
axes are normal to the first axis, the mean vector is

µ∆V = [∆V, 0, 0]
T

(10)

The standard deviation is equal in all three directions and is a function of the overall de-
flection ∆V as well as the fragment mass mM (Sanchez et al., 2010):

σ(mM) =

√
1

m

∆V

k
(11)

where k is an empirical value with an appropriate value of k = 1.4 according to Sanchez292

et al. (2010).293

2.6 Impact Probability and Risk294

Impact probability has been calculated as follows: Assuming a scenario had N vir-
tual asteroids sampled from the orbit solution and K of those impact the Earth, then
the impact probability PI is

PI =
K

N
(12)

In case a disruption occurs, the parent virtual asteroid was counted to impact if at least295

one of its fragments impacted.296
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Scenario PI [%] Risk [affected population] Risk Change [%]

Undeflected 2.70 40 828 baseline case

Pure Disruption 2.57 140 921 +245

Conditional Disruption & ∆V 2.59 123 841 +203

Strong Conditional Disruption & ∆V 2.48 44 913 +10

Table 2. Simulation risk and impact probability (PI) results for the four case studies.

Risk is the product of the probability that an event occurs and the consequences297

of that event. For asteroid impact risk assessments, we characterize the risk as the prob-298

ability of an impact affecting various numbers of people, given range of potential aster-299

oid properties, impact locations, and the overall Earth impact probability. The PAIR300

model used in this study computes the affected population for each sampled impact case301

as described in section 2. In the narrow context of this study, we represent the average302

population risk as the product of impact probability of an Apophis-like scenario and the303

average estimated affected population. The average risk was calculated by summing up304

the total casualty count across all Monte Carlo runs and dividing it by the total num-305

ber of initial asteroids before mitigation. In other words, risk is the average expected dam-306

age that accounts for all scenario permutations—samples that miss the Earth, as well307

as impacts that do and do not cause damage. The average population risk is used as a308

benchmark metric to compare the hazard level between scenarios.309

3 Results310

Three main and one minor, fourth case study are discussed in this work. These cases311

were designed to show how disruption by itself and in conjunction with a weak ∆V by312

a deflection mission affects risk. The first case study is the undeflected scenario where313

Apophis was allowed to impact without manipulation of the asteroid’s state. This sce-314

nario establishes the baseline subsequent case studies were compared to. In the second315

case study, Apophis was always disrupted at the time when the deflection mission would316

reach it, and the fragments were dispersed randomly, without considering the deflection317

∆V . Here, we can assess how pure disruption affected impact risk. Although somewhat318

artificial, since pure disruption would not occur in nature, the simulation environment319

allows us to isolate and compare the effect of disruption on impact risk without compli-320

cating aspects such as deflection ∆V . This scenario helps to answer the question of whether321

a single large impact is more dangerous than multiple small ones, or vice versa. The third322

case study investigates how the ∆V imparted by the deflection mission changed the sit-323

uation compared to pure disruption. In this case study, the deflected asteroid samples324

suffered disruption if they met the disruption condition established in section 2.5.1. In325

such cases, the fragment dispersion included the ∆V imparted to the system. Finally,326

one additional case study was performed to point out how a strong deflection mission327

affects impact risk (section 3.4). The parameters of this fourth analysis mirrored those328

of the previous one with the only difference that the NED deflection mission was 10×329

stronger (4 Mt instead of 400 kt TNT-equivalent).330

Table 2 lists the average population risk and impact probability results for the three331

case studies. The details of each case study scenario and their results are discussed in332

the following subsections.333
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Figure 4. Damage distribution histograms. The grey bars show the damage propensity in

terms of affected population for the undeflected scenario in both plots. The overlaid red bars in

plot a represent the damage of the pure disruption scenario. The red bars in plot b show the

outcome of the conditional disruption case with overall ∆V . The red bars in plot c show the

outcome of the conditional disruption case with 10× increased NED yield and therefore stronger

∆V . All zero damage outcomes are represented by the left-most bar.

3.1 Undeflected Risk Scenario334

A baseline scenario was generated using 5000 physical property samples and 2648335

impact points per corridor. In this undeflected baseline scenario, the impact probabil-336

ity was 2.7 % and the average population risk was 40 828 casualties. For the other sce-337

narios, these baseline figures serve to help interpret how deflection and disruption affect338

outcomes. The damage distribution of the undeflected case is shown in Figure 4 plot a339

and b as grey bars. The overlaid red bars represent the damage distribution of the de-340

flected/disrupted scenarios. The leftmost bar shows those samples that do not cause dam-341

age, either because they miss the Earth, or due to an impact in a remote location with-342

out casualties. Here the red bar is of similar size as the grey bar behind it because a sim-343

ilar number of scenarios did not yield damage. As should be expected, most often (in344

≈97 3% of the cases) no damage occurs as reflected by the impact probability. On the345

other hand, almost every scenario that impacted and involved disruption produced some346

damage. In fact, only 1 in 15 000 of the impact scenarios that involved disruption did347

not yield at least some damage.348

3.2 Pure Disruption349

In the pure disruption scenario, the asteroid is disrupted into N ≤ 20 fragments350

at the time of deflection as described in section 2.3. The size distribution of the fragments351

is shown in relation to the undisturbed diameter distribution in Figure 3a. Each frag-352

ment received a random dispersion velocity with uniformly distributed random direction353

(in 3D) and velocity magnitude based on a normal distribution with a standard devi-354

ation of 10cm/s. Given that the velocity distributions were zero-mean in direction and355

magnitude, the overall system trajectory remained unaltered. This range was chosen to356

provide random impact location separation between fragments after a flight time of two357

years while providing an upper dispersion bound of about one Earth radius.358

Only those virtual asteroids in the orbit solution that are on an Earth-collision course359

are disrupted. The rationale behind this is based on the observation that a deflection360

mission could determine if the asteroid is on an Earth-collision trajectory through im-361

proved ephemeris as it approaches the asteroid. Only if an asteroid is actually on a col-362

lision trajectory would it be deflected and possibly disrupted. Hence, no fragments of363

virtual asteroids that miss the Earth were generated that could otherwise have been placed364

on an Earth-impacting trajectory.365
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Figure 5. Fragment counts in the pure disruption case (plot a) and the deflection with condi-

tional disruption case (plot b). The deflection reduces the number of impacting fragments. Plot

c shows the cumulative asteroid mass fraction that still impacts the Earth after disruption for all

simulation runs.

Interestingly, the risk in the pure disruption case increased dramatically by a fac-366

tor of 3.45 compared to the unmitigated baseline case. These results indicate that an Apophis-367

like impact scenario would be significantly worse if it were weakly disrupted into large368

fragments. Instead of one impact with a singular large body, multiple fragments—still369

large enough to cause significant damage—hit the Earth in multiple locations. The im-370

pact probability remained equal to the undeflected scenario. This makes intuitive sense371

given that the center of mass trajectory of the virtual asteroids was unchanged by ran-372

dom fragment dispersion. Nevertheless, about one third of fragments missed the Earth373

as a result of disruption (Figure 5a).374

Figure 4 provides the damage distribution. Two observations can be made: First,375

while the affected population ranged from 0 to 108 in the undeflected scenario, the dis-376

rupted scenario produced almost no cases that affected the lower end of the spectrum377

in the interval [1, 104). Only 1 in 8500 cases resulted in damage of <1000 affected peo-378

ple. Second, the maximum-damage, worst-case scenarios became more likely, with an or-379

der of magnitude damage likelihood increase for outcomes with 107 to 108 casualties. To380

summarize, the disrupted scenario is much less likely to produce a low damage event and381

much more likely to yield large damage, while maintaining comparable impact proba-382

bility. The explanation for this observation is that the fragments generated during dis-383

ruption are large enough to cause significant damage individually and in multiple loca-384

tions. In the undisrupted Apophis impact scenario, impact location is paramount for dam-385

age outcome (Rumpf et al., 2016; L. Wheeler et al., 2017) because only a single body hits386

the Earth. An impact far away from population centers might only yield few casualties.387

In the pure disruption case, on the other hand, several locations are hit—some of which388

will have low and others high population density. The likelihood of only hitting low dam-389

age locations becomes smaller the more fragments hit the surface and appears to be very390

small with a fragment count upper limit of 20. That is why the low-damage side of the391

spectrum seems to disappear for the disrupted scenario in Figure 4. The sum of the dam-392

ages of the individual impacts tends to be greater than the damage caused by a singu-393

lar Apophis impact. Hence, the maximum damage likelihood also increases as pointed394

out above.395

3.3 Conditional Disruption and ∆V396

In the previous scenario (3.2), the asteroid was forced to disrupt into multiple frag-397

ments while maintaining the original center of mass trajectory. In this third scenario,398
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Figure 6. Impact corridor map. The undeflected impact corridor is visualized by a narrow

path of blue dots. The impact locations of deflected and possibly disrupted fragments are repre-

sented by yellow-to-red color coded markers. The color coding represents the ∆V imparted on

the parent virtual asteroid by the NED.

two additional changes were introduced: The first change was that the dispersion veloc-399

ity of each fragment was now assigned based on the normal distribution described by Equa-400

tions 10 and 11. In this implementation, the overall deflection impulse ∆V was imparted401

on the asteroid and its center of mass trajectory will be changed. Figure 6 shows the new402

impact locations for the samples in this scenario along the original impact corridor. It403

is clear that the random nature of disruption broadens the potential impact region to404

a wider swath compared to the originally narrower impact corridor. The overall shape405

of the corridor is maintained. The color coding of the figure indicates the amount of ∆V406

received by the parent virtual asteroid. Larger ∆V values shift impact locations farther407

away from the original impact point until samples are pushed off the Earth. The sec-408

ond change pertains to the disruption itself. While previously, every virtual asteroid was409

forced to disrupt, in this scenario we applied the disruption condition stating that dis-410

ruption occurs when ∆V ≥ 0.1vesc as described in section 2.5.1. For this scenario, this411

resulted in 87.2 % of the virtual asteroid cases being disrupted and 12.8 % remaining undis-412

rupted.413

At first glance, the deflection ∆V had little effect on the scenario outcome produc-414

ing only small changes in impact probability and risk number in table 2. However, the415

results indicate positive effects of the mitigation mission compared to the pure disrup-416

tion scenario. While overall risk still increased three-fold due to disruption, the risk in-417

crease was 42% less than the pure disruption scenario. Just as in the pure disruption sce-418

nario, the risk increase stems from a larger likelihood to experience worst-case outcomes419

with casualty numbers between 106 and 108. In contrast to the pure disruption scenario,420

the deflection mission has the effect of re-introducing the possibility for small scale dam-421

age outcomes. Since the center of mass of the virtual asteroids has received a deflection422

impulse that causes some of them to miss the Earth, the samples’ fragments increasingly423

miss the Earth as well. In other words, with increasing ∆V there is an increasing amount424

of outcomes in which the asteroid would miss the Earth but a small number of trailing425

fragments remains on a collision course with the Earth. This behavior is visible in Fig-426

ure 5 a and b. Plot a represents the fragment count distributions for the pure disrup-427

tion scenario and resolves impacting- as well as Earth-missing fragments. Of all fragments,428

31.7 % miss the Earth. With the introduction of a deflection ∆V , as shown in plot b,429

the percentage of Earth-missing fragments increases to 49.3 %. Clearly, the deflection430

mission pushes more fragments off the Earth. In line with that observation, plot c also431

shows that it is more likely that only a very small mass remains on an Earth-impacting432
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Figure 7. Left hand axis shows risk as a scatter plot over the realized ∆V range for the de-

flection with conditional disruption scenario. The histogram shows the propensity of ∆V values

observed in the simulation and its values are plotted against the right-hand axis. Larger ∆V

values correspond to increased likelihood of disruption, which is represented by a threshold value

here. The sudden risk increase for increasing ∆V values is visible at about ∆V = 0.025 m/s and

corresponds to the disruption condition ∆V ≥ 0.1vesc.

trajectory. With a smaller number of fragments and less mass impacting the Earth the433

likelihood to produce small aggregate casualty outcomes increases again. Figure 4b re-434

flects this increase in small damage outcomes, compared to the pure disruption case. Fig-435

ure 5c also shows more events where the full mass impacted the Earth. Because this third436

scenario applied conditional disruption, about 12.8 % of asteroids remain intact (as op-437

posed to none in the previous scenario). The corresponding spike in single fragment/asteroid438

impacts is visible as well in plot b. The presence of full asteroid impacts explains the439

increased propensity of large masses impacting the Earth.440

As previously pointed out, disruption increases risk significantly in the present anal-441

ysis and Figure 7 visualizes the increase dynamics on the ∆V spectrum. The figure shows442

a scatter plot of the risk outcome for each physical property sample. Against the right-443

hand side, a histogram shows the propensity of corresponding ∆V values. Given that444

the deflection impulse is constant, smaller ∆V values correspond to more massive ob-445

jects. A more massive object exhibits a larger escape velocity, which is less likely to dis-446

rupt according to the disruption criteria described in section 2.5. The disruption thresh-447

old is clearly visible in this figure at ∆V = 0.025 m/s. Here, risk shows a sudden increase448

for larger ∆V values (decreasing mass). Risk levels only reduce to pre-disruption lev-449

els at about ∆V = 0.07 m/s. In other words, a much larger effort is needed to shift the450

majority of realized ∆V values into a risk region that offers equivalent risk values as an451

undisrupted scenario. Even more effort and larger ∆V values are needed to continue ro-452

bust risk reduction beyond that point. Still, the risk scatter plot shows a general trend453

of decreasing risk with larger ∆V (stronger deflection missions relative to asteroid size).454

That means that sufficiently energetic deflection missions (relative to asteroid size) are455

effective at reducing risk. Future research should investigate the relation between desired456

∆V values accomplished by a deflection mission and the resulting risk values. One im-457

portant take-away from this paper is that the work presented here should be extended458

to provide guidance for mitigation mission designers as to which deflection impulse is needed459

to decrease risk to safe levels while allowing for the possibility of disruption.460
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3.4 Strong Conditional Disruption and ∆V461

The point of the fourth case study is to show how a much larger deflection impulse462

affects the impact risk situation. We used the same parameters as in the case with con-463

ditional disruption and ∆V (section 3.3) but simulated a NED deflection mission that464

was ten times stronger, or 4 Mt instead of 400 kt TNT-equivalent, than previously. The465

increased deflection energy has the immediate result that impact risk, despite being dis-466

rupted, only changes slightly by 10 % compared to the undisrupted case. However, even467

with a 10× deflection energy change, impact risk still increased (see Table 2). Interest-468

ingly, the damage distribution also remained comparable to the undisrupted case as shown469

in Figure 4c. It is not clear why the damage distribution outcome is so similar despite470

very different dynamics in a disrupted scenario. It is possible that this is an unusual, spe-471

cial outcome of our parameter selection. Impact probability showed a minor reduction472

from 2.7 % to 2.48 %. The fact that merely one fragment impact in each simulation run473

is necessary to produce the same impact probability as the undisturbed case explains how474

this is possible. Despite having received a strong deflection impulse, lingering fragments475

might still impact the Earth and support an only minor change in impact probability.476

Overall, this case study demonstrates the effectiveness of deflection missions despite the477

aggravating circumstances of disruption. Impact risk decreased markedly compared to478

the pure disruption scenario. More work is needed to establish by how much deflection479

mission effort needs to be increased to produce safe deflection in the face of disruption.480

4 Changing Apophis’ Size481

Disruption is not likely to increase risk for all asteroids. Changes in risk will de-482

pend on several factors. As a starting point to investigate this question further, we var-483

ied the size of Apophis and evaluated the resulting risk outcomes for the undisrupted484

as well as the disrupted case. Figure 8 presents the outcome of this effort. Each dot rep-485

resents a full simulation in which all diameter values have been reduced by the scaling486

factor marked on the x-axis. The linear relationship between scaling factor and distri-487

bution mean diameter is plotted against the left-hand axis. The right hand axis shows488

risk values for scenarios that are equivalent to the pure disruption and the undisrupted489

cases.490

The results show that risk increases exponentially with increasing asteroid size when491

disruption occurs. Conversely, risk appears to be leveling off for larger asteroids that im-492

pact as a monolith7, supposedly until global effects would increase the risk slope for larger493

asteroids. Similar behavior has been observed in Rumpf et al. (2017). A likely explana-494

tion is that, while the local damage of a singular impact can affect one population cen-495

ter, it is harder to reach other centers that are dispersed around the globe. Multiple frag-496

ments can affect multiple population centers independently, which enables exponential497

risk growth. Interestingly, there are two distinct size regimes. In the first regime a sin-498

gle impactor produces more dangerous impact scenarios for small asteroids. This regime499

stops at a point where the risk outcome is equivalent for disrupted and undisrupted (sin-500

gle impactor) asteroids. Beyond that point, the fragmented scenarios rapidly produce501

more dangerous impact scenarios. In this analysis, the critical scaling factor that yielded502

equivalent risk outcomes was 0.63 (corresponds to a mean diameter of D = 214 m) al-503

though it should be expected that this value varies for other scenarios. As such, the re-504

sults presented in this paper only reflect risk outcomes for large asteroid impact scenar-505

ios comparable in size to Apophis. Future research should investigate the relationship506

between physical properties and how they affect risk changes considering disruption. Such507

7 The detailed reasons for this dynamic should be the subject of future investigations. Similar behaviour

has already been observed in Rumpf et al. (2017).
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Figure 8. Risk response to Apophis diameter scaling in the pure disruption scenario. The

blue dashed line shows the mean diameter corresponding to the diameter scaling value while the

red dashed-dotted line shows risk for each diameter scaling value. The red solid line shows the

baseline risk of the undisrupted scenario.

analysis should also estimate varying upper limits for the maximum fragment sizes and508

fragment piece counts depending on physical properties and excess deflection energy.509

5 Double Counting of Casualties510

The simulation tools employed in this analysis could not compensate for the po-511

tential issue of casualty double counting when an asteroid yielded multiple fragments that512

impact the Earth. This issue would be a problem if the impact locations of fragments513

were close enough to each other such that their damage regions overlap. In such a case,514

our results would suffer from double counting of casualties in the overlapping damage515

region, which would lead us to overestimate casualty numbers.516

It was possible to gain insight into this concern because the output files record the
impact latitude and longitude of each fragment along with their damage radius on the
surface of the Earth. The following analysis only considers those fragments that actu-
ally hit the Earth and does not include those that fly past the Earth. We calculated the
extent and location of each damage region by each fragment (of one parent asteroid) on
the Earth and analysed them for overlaps. The damage area overlap ratio (DAOR) is
defined as the fraction of overlapping damage area between all fragments relative to to-
tal damage area of all fragments.

DAOR =

∑N=20
i=1

∑N=20
j=i+1Aoverlap,i,j∑N=20

i=1 ADamage,i

(13)

where Aoverlap,i,j is the damage area overlap between fragment i and j, and ADamage,i517

is the damage area of fragment i. Equation (13) reflects the fact that only impacting frag-518

ments are considered to calculate overlap ratios and those samples and fragments that519

miss the Earth do not enter that calculation. Figure 9 shows the outcome of that anal-520

ysis.521
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Figure 9. Damage area overlap ratios that were observed in the pure disruption case study

and the scenario with deflection and conditional disruption. In the vast majority of cases no over-

lap in damage area was detected and thus casualty damage counting is deemed to have a minimal

effect on results.

In the large majority of cases no overlap between fragment damage regions was de-522

tected (75.9 % for pure disruption, and 81.2 % with deflection). This indicates that the523

separation between fragment impact locations was usually far enough to ensure no over-524

lap of damage regions. In those instances when overlap was recorded, the overlap amount525

tended to be small. In the pure disruption scenarios, 95 % of cases showed an overlap526

of less than 3 % of total damage area. The completely random dispersion of fragments527

in this scenario explains the small overlap number. On the other hand, dispersion was528

more directed in the scenarios with applied ∆V . But even in these cases, only about 1529

in 1000 scenarios showed overlaps of up to 30 % while the large majority showed no over-530

lap. The average overlap was only 0.97 %. While the general outcome is that overlap ar-531

eas were very small, double counting of affected population has likely occurred in rare532

cases. However, it is unlikely that double counting skewed the results significantly rel-533

ative to the overall change in risk as a result of disruption (> 3× risk increase). This534

analysis implies that double counting of affected population did not have a significant535

effect on the conclusions of this paper.536

6 Conclusions and Future Work537

Asteroid Apophis served as the basis to estimate how disruption by a deflection mis-538

sion could affect impact risk compared to an undisrupted scenario. An archival orbit so-539

lution from 2004 with a 2.7 % impact probability in 2029 provided the corresponding im-540

pact corridor and impact locations. This analysis shows that disruption can increase im-541

pact risk by more than a factor of three for the two main case studies compared to an542

unaltered Apophis impact scenario. A fourth case study provided a short glimpse at the543

effectiveness of a more powerful NED deflection mission.544

The first case study disrupted the asteroid at the time of deflection mission arrival—545

two years before impact—without imparting a deflection ∆V . Risk increased by a fac-546

tor of 3.45 highlighting the concern that disruption could be of major importance to mit-547

igation mission planners to avoid unintentional aggravation of the threat situation.548
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The second case study imparted the intended deflection ∆V and conditionally dis-549

rupted the asteroid samples based on physical considerations. The deflection mission suc-550

ceeded in reducing impact risk compared to the pure disruption scenario but still yielded551

a three-fold risk increase compared to the undeflected scenario. This outcome indicates552

that mitigation missions have the desired effect of reducing impact risk but the possi-553

bility of disruption might need to be considered when sizing the spacecraft554

The analysis makes it clear that a disrupted asteroid can be much more danger-555

ous than an undisrupted one. The reason is that, in this scenario, multiple fragment im-556

pacts in several locations are worse than one large impact in a single location. In a dis-557

ruption event with multiple impacts the damage of all fragments are summed up ensur-558

ing that low-damage outcomes became unlikely and large damage outcomes became sig-559

nificantly more likely.560

However, the blanket statement that disruption always yields larger impact risk561

is wrong. Additional analysis investigated the dependency of asteroid size to impact risk.562

While large asteroids, such as Apophis, show increased impact risk after disruption, a563

crossover size exists below which smaller asteroids show less impact risk after disruption.564

This observation should serve as motivation to further investigate the dependency of dis-565

ruption and post-disruption impact risk to physical properties. Such work could yield566

science targets for future exploration missions with the aim of characterising those char-567

acteristics that drive disruption.568

It should be noted that we used several simplifying assumptions in this study. The569

upper limits for fragment count and fragment relative size were set to 20 and 0.5, respec-570

tively. Future analysis should let these parameters vary freely or investigate their effect571

on results. Although within the range of realistic values, the deflection mission param-572

eters in terms of yield and stand-off detonation distance were set constant and should573

be considered non-optimal. Finally, in those scenarios where a deflection ∆V was im-574

parted, the direction of the deflection was constant and accelerated the asteroid. In a575

real mission, a NED deflection mission could adjust the deflection direction under op-576

timality considerations.577

The work presented here should be extended to investigate the dependency of dis-578

ruption and post-disruption impact risk on changes in NED yield (or stand-off distance579

at which it is detonated). Larger NED yields will produce stronger disruption which is580

beneficial for risk reduction in two ways. First, the fragments are dispersed more force-581

fully which will cause more of them to miss the Earth and the fragments themselves should582

be smaller, which produces less damage should they impact. Second, the imparted ∆V583

produces a bias that shifts the deflected asteroid and its fragments off the Earth. In con-584

cert these two effects should produce lower impact risk with increasing NED yield. This585

expectation was further demonstrated in the fourth case study where a 10× stronger NED586

deflection mission was employed compared to the other case studies. The effect was a587

marked decrease in impact risk. However, significant impact risk remained even in this588

scenario. Future work should identify desired NED yields to robustly deflect asteroids589

considering the possibility of disruption. The question to what extent the selection of590

the upper limits for fragment count and maximum fragment mass introduces bias in re-591

sults should also be addressed as part of such analysis.592

Finally, the understanding of NED interactions with asteroids for the purpose of593

asteroid deflection would benefit from more thorough investigation. Well-documented594

work is needed to robustly estimate achievable ∆V values given a NED yield and tar-595

get asteroid properties. In addition, the disruption behavior of asteroids due to a NED596

explosion is uncertain. Analysis such as presented here would greatly improve with bet-597

ter models for the interaction of NEDs with asteroids.598
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